The 2015 – REPORT of The Light Millennium Television - LMTV

2015 SPECIALS
through Queens Public Television – QPTV.Org, and
Manhattan Neighborhood Network – MNN.Org
Fall 2015 Quarterly Weekly Series -
Ch#2 LifeStyle - on Fridays - at 10:30a.m.
http://www.lightmillennium.org/lmtv/all.html

Report by Bircan ÜNVER
Executive Producer, Director and Editor
The Light Millennium Television

HIGHLIGHTS
Bircan Ünver and The Light Millennium Television received the 2015 Alliance of Community Media National Hometown Media Award in Pasadena, CA on Aug. 13, 2015
Program: MDGs & ATATÜRK – High Level Inaugural Session - Interactive Session & Concluding Remarks
Category: Independent Producers Division | Educational Activities
Award Ceremony/clip: http://www.lightmillennium.org/lmtv/2015/hometown-ceremony.mp4
LMTV is Listed on QPTV: http://qptv.org/producers On Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/lmtv

The following programs produced and cable-casted both on QPTV and MNN channels, promoted, posted to the organization’s website and shared through social media in 2015.

1. DREAMS FOR HUMANITY – 2014 Part 1/2
   Honorary Guest: H.E. Ambassador Carlos E. Garcia
   Presenters in this episode: Rüya Ünver, David Rimelis (Violinist), Ülku Unsoy, Mine Takil
   http://www.lightmillennium.org/lmtv/2014-dreams-for-humanity-part1.mp4
2. DREAMS FOR HUMANITY – 2015 Part 2/2 (shot in 2014)
   Presenters in this episode: Karen Chrystal (with two songs), Isik Basarir, Oznur Goksu (with two songs), Deniz Ozkan (guitar and vocal) – Bircan Ünver, host and presents the concept of the program.
Floor Manager: Wanda Grobelkiewicz | Studio Manager: Rene Valdivia
Production Assistant: Mine Takil | IT Plazma/TV Set Up: Hande Subasilar
Set Photographer: Ali Sarikaya
Opening & Closing music: "Dreams for Humanity", David P. Rimelis, Violinist
Executive Producer, Director, Editor: Bircan Ünver

http://www.lightmillennium.org/lmtv/dreams-for-humanity-part2.mp4

3. AMBASSADOR PROFILES - SRI LANKA’S ROLE MODEL PROGRESS AND ACHIEVEMENTS: The Millennium Development Goals
Featuring: H.E. Dr. PALITHA T.B. KOHONA OF SRI LANKA - Part 1/2

4. SRI LANKA’S CHALLENGES: Global Partnerships and Climate Change
Featuring: H.E. Dr. PALITHA T.B. KOHONA OF SRI LANKA - Part 2/2
On camera interview conducted by Bircan Ünver


5. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION IN THE GENETICALLY MODIFIED AGE - Issue#30 Celebration Program
This program produced based on The Light Millennium’s Issue#30 Celebration Event at Julie Mardin Photography Studio in New York City.
Guest Speaker: Jennifer ROGERS-BROWN, Assisant Professor, Long Island University
Guest Performer: Marco JOACHIM


6. SPORTS FOR HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT, SUSTAINABILITY AND PEACE
In part 1 of 4: Introduction by: Bircan Ünver & Aybüke Ulutas
Youth Presentation I by: Oguz Ulutas and Melis Çokulu
Welcoming Remarks by: Mrs. Ayten Eler, Deputy Consul General of Turkey in New York
Opening Remarks by: Ms. Hawa Diallo, Public Information Officer, NGO Relations & Advocacy Section, United Nations Department of Public Information.

7. SPORTS FOR HEALTHY YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, SUSTAINABILITY AND PEACE
In part 2 of 4 Opening Remarks II by Ms. Husniyya Mammadova, Counselor, Permanent Mission of Azerbaijan to the United Nations
Performance: Aerobic Yoga by Mallakamb Federation of the U.S.
Youth Presentation II - Ms. Isik Basarir, Student, Baruch College
A Case Study: H.E Mr. Carlos Garcia, Ambassador, Executive Director & Senior Advisor at South-South News
Flute performance by: Dr. Ergun Yurdadon
Introduction & Hosted by: Bircan Ünver & Aybüke Ulutas

8. SPORTS FOR HEALTHY YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, SUSTAINABILITY AND PEACE
In part 3 of 4: Honorary Guest Speaker: ERDEN ERUÇ
Row for Peace: From New York to Gallipoli
Presentation, Interactive Session and Flute performance with White Cards for Peace

9. SPORTS FOR HEALTHY YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, SUSTAINABILITY AND PEACE
In part 4 of 4 as HIGHLIGHTS based on the first three parts
With All the presenter and performances of this public event
http://www.lightmillennium.org/lmtv/2015/sport-youth-development-peace-highlights-nyc.mp4

Dr. Sebahattin Devecioglu's presentation (additional short video in Turkish):
SPORTS FOR HEALTHY YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, SUSTAINABILITY AND PEACE

The Crew: Technical Director and Camera: Rene Valdivia | 2nd Camera: Al Chico | Sound, Lighting & IT: Andrea Torres | Set Photography: Julie Mardin
Producer, Director/Editor: Bircan Ünver

DISCLOSURE: 1. QPTV.Org reaches out/available in 640 thousands in Queens, and MNN.Org 620 thousands household/cable-subscribers in Manhattan. MNN also provides instant web-streaming. 2. Four new programs completed and handed in during the month of Nov. and Dec. 2015 for the 2016 LMTV's monthly and weekly series on QPTV and MNN.

For the LMTV Videography since 2000, click on here.
The Light Millennium and LMTV through social media: Vimeo.com/lmtv | LinkedIn I – LinkedIn II The Light Millennium - Facebook-LIKE | Facebook I - Facebook II
Twitter #lmillennium #lightmillennium #LM_NY_1999
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